
Executive Director Mark
Fauser relies on his Hollywood
background and personal
passion.

“A
ll the world’s a stage,” William Shakespeare proclaimed. 

Located in downtown Marion, the Community School of the
Arts (CSA) advocates that timeless philosophy.

The “stage,” in fact, has inspired executive director Mark Fauser’s
career. His writing and performing accomplishments (via television,
cinema and stage) introduced him to several legendary mentors,

including James Stewart and Burt Reynolds. During the early 1990s, he wrote for the television
sitcom “Evening Shade” and acted on another series, “SeaQuest.”

The CSA’s goal is to inspire students, not only in an artistic atmosphere, but also in their
everyday lives. Classes are divided into two categories: performing and visual arts. Ballet, dance,
oil painting and acting are among the offerings.

Ages range from toddlers to senior citizens. Community donations and an annual fund-raiser
facilitate scholarships for those in need.

Multiple forms
Dance is currently the most popular genre taught at the CSA. Among instructors are a teacher

with 23 years of dancing experience, two Indiana Pacer Pacemates and Fred Astaire ballroom
dancing professionals.

Another staple of the CSA is Tappindiana, a performance ensemble consisting
of students from Grant County schools. Tappindiana teaches the origins of tap
dancing at schools throughout the area. 

“Teaching through art – even through history – when you have kids playing
different characters, you learn about history more (by) showing it and seeing it,”
Fauser contends.

In addition, CSA recently unveiled a television studio to enhance acting classes. 
“One of the neat things about this place is I have seen people literally change

in their personality,” he muses. “People who were very, very shy are now expressing
themselves either (through) dance, acting (or) singing and finding out they had
stuff inside them they didn’t know they had. 

“When they see someone putting something on the line, they want to be a
part of that,” he adds, “and they want to get involved.”

Commitment as currency
Enrollment fees vary depending on classes. 
“I’m really proud to say that we’ve never turned anybody down,” Fauser

declares. “If somebody wants to be here, they’re going to be here. But it’s not a giveaway.” 
Scholarship recipients, for example, are required to pay for one month of education. If necessary,

payments can be distributed throughout the year. 
“I’ve found, and the (CSA) board has found, that if you just give something to somebody,

they don’t really appreciate it,” he emphasizes.
Moreover, Fauser developed the 2006 holiday show based on individuals’ dedication to

artistic passions.
The annual event gathers approximately 2,000 attendees and 300 participants. At the time

of this interview, Fauser had not yet selected the theme; he planned to craft the show based on
the results of open auditions.

“I don’t know what the Christmas show is until these kids come and present me something,” he says.

Driving enthusiasm
Last August, the CSA’s third annual GoKart fund-raiser earned $40,000 at Marion GoKartBy Symone Salisbury
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Trac. Nearly 85 business community drivers participated. 
Proceeds assist the school with operations and scholarship

funding.
Sponsors of the cars film commercials, promoted for one

year, that incorporate their businesses into a famous movie.
The event arranges sponsor races according to types of business.
Dentists, bankers and hospital officials, for example, compete
against their respective industry counterparts.

“We videotape those commercials and do a ‘hype fest,’ ”
Fauser explains. “A cable company gives us an in-kind service
and airs these commercials for free, so these people are getting
thousands and thousands of dollars of advertising that’s done
in a creative way. 

“We’re thanking them for participating in the arts and we’re
making them do something artistic,” he notes.

Next act
If financial limitations are overcome, Fauser says he would

“definitely make sure that there would be an endowment
for scholarships always.” In addition, he would secure
a theatre to showcase the different types of CSA
productions. 

“We have a beautiful high school auditorium that
I love,” he shares. “It’s a 1,400-seat house. But certain
things, like children’s theatre, I would rather do at a
300 or 400-seat house. And there’s certain plays that
just don’t fit well in a 1,400-seat house because it’s

(the play) an intimate setting.”
He stresses that a willingness to take chances truly can

make a difference.
“Sometimes by being traditional, you don’t think outside

of the box,” he argues. “But if you stagnate, you die. And so I
think what we’re doing is instilling a lot of creativity, and
evoking emotion through all of our different forms of art, that
is stimulating this place and then kids realize there’s a bigger
world out there. The one thing I’m trying to teach these kids is
‘the world is yours to be had.’ 

“When you start to think about what I can do to make a
difference, that’s when your business grows,” he asserts. “People
know what needs to get done, but then they can think about other
ways of getting it done that I might not have ever thought of.”

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resource: Mark Fauser, Community School of the Arts, at
(765) 662-6263

The Community School of the Arts welcomes students of
various ages, abilities and interests.




